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Abstract. Recent basic studies on electron attachment to laser-excited molecules show that 
electron attachment to electronically-excited states can have orders of magnitude larger cross 
sections compared to the respective ground electronic states. Even though systematic studies 
have not been conducted, there are indications that electronically-excited states may play a 
significant role in negative ion formation in gas discharges. The high-lying Rydberg states 
could be of particular sign5canc.e since, (i) their production efficiencies are high, and (ii) they 
have comparatively long lifetimes. Such states could be populated in discharge sources via 
direct electron impact or via excitation trander fiom metastable states of inert gases. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Electron attachment to electronically-excited molecules is a field of recent origin 
in contrast to electron attachment studies on ground electronic states that have been 
conducted for almost a century. Since 1950’s electron attachment studies on 
vibrationally-excited states of the ground electronic states of molecules have been 
conducted; these studies have clearly shown that dissociative electron attachment to 
molecules is generally enhanced when the rotatiodvibrationd energies are increased. 
In the well-known example of H, dissociative electron attachment rate constant 
increased by 4 orders of magnitude when H, was excited fiom the lowest vibrational 
level ( ~ 0 )  to the u=4 level [ 11. 

Dissociative electron attachment to a molecule, AB can be represented as a two- 
step process, 



(Jc AB-* ----- A - + B  &?(E) + e - ( € )  ----- 

where a, is the cross Section for the capture of an electron to form the transient parent 
anion AB" which subsequently dissociates with probability p to form the fragment 
anion A'; E and E denote the internal energy of AB and the energy of the attaching 
electron respectively. The cross section for dissociative electron attachment, a,, can 
then be written as, 

For a molecule AB with large internal energy (E), 0, can be expected to be large 

(i) the large polarizabiity of the excited molecule will enhance the initial capture [ 11 

(ii) the large internal of the transient species AB" will lead to a high dissociation 

Therefore as the internal energy of a molecule is increased (see Fig. 1), one can expect 
the dissociative electron attachment cross section to increase. 

Compared with 
excitation energies of the 
order of 0.01 electron volts 
(ev) for rotationally- 
excited states and 0.1 eV \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

for vibrationaliy-excited 1.p. \\\\\\\\\ 
states, the electronically- 
excited states have energies 
of a few eV (see Fig. 1); 
therefore, the electronically- 
excited states can be 
expected to display even 
larger enhancements. 
However, due to the large 
excitation energies 
involved, ultraviolet 0 
lasers are needed to 
populate such states. Even 
though such lasers 
(especially the excimer 
lasers) became available in 

since both uc and p.will be large: 
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FIGURE 1. A schematic energy level diagram of a molecule. 



the late 1970'~~ the first experiments on electron attachment to laser-excited 
electronically-excited states were reported only in the late 1980's. A brief review of 
the electron attachment studies that have been conducted up to now will be given in 
Section II. 

It must be noted that the first study on electron attachment to an electronically- 
excited molecule was conducted on the low-lying (energy - 0.98 ev), long-lived 
(lifetime - 2700s) a 'Ag state of 4 produced in a microwave discharge [3]; an 
enhancement in cross section of factor of - 3 was observed for this state compared 
to the ground state of 0,. 

The basic electron attachment studies on electronically-excited states show that 
negative ion formation via these states can have very large cross sections, which can 
be > cm2 for highly-excited states, see Section II. Therefore, it is important to 
address the obvious question of whether this mechanism for negative ion formation 
play a significant role in gas discharges, including those used for H' formation [4,5] 
and plasma processing [6]. The possible role of electron attachment to electronically- 
excited states in a novel pin-hollow cathode discharge source [7] used for H' ion 
formation was recently pointed out [SI. Mechanisms for production of excited 
electronic states and their role in negative-ion formation in gas discharges will be 
discussed in Section III. 

11. ENHANCED ELECTRON ATTACHMENT TO LASER- 
EXCITED MOLECULES 

A. Studies on Low-Lying Electronically-Excited States 

Threshold energies for electronic excitation of small molecules are typically a eV; 
thus, ultraviolet 0 lasers such as the excimer laser are ideal for populating these 
states. The first studies on electronically-excited states were conducted on low-lying 
(mainly the first-excited) states, where the excited state was populated by the 
absorption of a single UV laser photon. Only a few electron attachment measurements 
have been reported on low-lying electronically-excited states up to now: (i) about 5 
orders of magnitude enhancement (compared to the ground electronic state) for the 
first excited triplet state (excitation energy - 4.4 eV, lifetime - 8 ms) [9] (ii) about 
2 orders of magnitude enhancement for the A '2+ (H) state of nitric oxide 
(excitation energy - 5.4 eV, lifetime - 200 ns) [lo] (iii) five to seven orders of 
magnitude enhancement for the fist excited triplet state of p-benzoquinone [ 111, (iv) 
about two orders of magnitude enhancement for a mixture of 'A, and 'B, states of 
sulfur dioxide (excitation energy - 4 eV, lifetimes - 50 and - 80-530 p) [12] and, 
(v) about 7 orders of magnitude enhancement for a mixture of u=2 ,3 states 
(excitation energies - 6.4 eV, lifetimes - 200 ns) of the A *E+ state of nitric oxide 
[13]. These studies have clearly established that electronically-excited states in general 



have much larger cross sections for electron attachment compared to the 
corresponding ground states. 

Even though negative-ion formation via electron attachment to low-lying 
electronidy-excited states is of fundamental significance, it is probably of little value 
with regards to gas discharges since the relative populations of these states in gas 
discharges are expected to be small, see Section III. However, the electron attachment 
studies on highly-excited electronic states (located around the ionization threshold) 
conducted within the past few years show that the associated cross sections are even 
higher than those for the low-lying states. Furthermore, these highly-excited states 
have the largest oscillator strengths and thus are likely to be populated with large 
number densities in gas discharges; they are likely to have comparatively long liietimes 
as well, see Section III. Therefore, we will concentrate on electron attachment studies 
on highly-excited states lying close to the ionization thresholds of molecules; these 
states are normally Rydberg states. 

B. Studies on Highly-Excited Electronic States 

In 1991, we developed a new experimental technique [14] for the measurement 
of electron attachment to highly-excited electronic states; using this technique we 
have observed efficient negative-ion formation in triethylamine [14a], NO [14b], H2 
[4,15], Sa [6(a)], and CH, [6(b)].In the following we will restrict our discussion to 
the H’ formation in ArF excimer-laser-irradiated H, observed [4,15] using this 
technique. 

In this experiment, a single laser pulse produced the attaching electrons via laser 
photoionization and 
also produced the 
excited molecules 
responsible for 
e l e c t r o n  
attachment. The 
e x p e r i m e n t a l  
arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
The laser pulse 
p r o p a g a t i n g  
between electrodes 
1 and 2 excited the 
molecules to 
energies above their 
i o n i z a t i o n  
thresholds via 
m u 1  t i p  h o  t o n 

PULSE 
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FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of the laser/elec&ode arrangement 
used in the “charge detection” mode [ 14(a)] 



absorption (the excitation scheme for H2 irradiated by ArF excimer laser is shown in 
Fig. 3). This simultaneously produced fiee electrons (by ionization) and also 
superexcited states of the molecules; superexcited states (SES) are electronically- 
excited states with total internal energies exceeding the ionization energy of a 
molecule, see below. The electron attaching species could in principle be the SES 
themselves; however, the experimental observations are more consistent with highIy- 
excited bound states that are indirectly populated via the SES [16]. Since the 
electrons and the excited states were populated concomitantly and in close proximityy 
electron attachment occurred quickly and efficientiy. The negative ions and the 
unattached electrons were separated fiom the positive ions (produced by laser 
photoionization) and were extracted to the detection region located between 
electrodes 2 and 3 through a grid in electrode 2; this was accomplished by applying 
suitable electric fields in the two regions. 

The laser intensity dependence of the measured total signal, V,, and the negative 
ion signal, VI, are shown in Fig 4 for 6.67 @a (50 Torr) of H2 at an applied field of 
50 V cm”; V, is the.sum of VI and the signal due the unuttached electrons, VE. (The 
total signal is proportional to the number density of electrons initially produced via 
photoionization; some of these electrons are converted to negative ions via 
attachment in the laser-irradiated region). At low laser intensities I, V,=V,, but with 
increasing I the negative-ion signal grew rapidly at the expense of the electron signal, 
see Fig. 4; at high& the signa 
consisted almost entirely of 
negative ions. 

For the data of Fig. 4, the 
negative-ion density 
corresponding to VI =lo0 mV 
is - 3x10’ ions cm3 ; cross 
section of the laser pulse was - 
0.1 cm2 and the “length” of the 
interaction region was - 10 
cm, i.e., the detected negative 
ions were produced over a 
 volume^' of - 1 cm3. The 
“width”, d, of the laser pulse 
in the direction of electron drift 
was 0.1 cm, and the gap ,ds, 
between the laser pulse and the 
grid in electrode 2 was also 
0.1 mq i.e., while the electrons 
produced at the “ t ~ p ’ ~  of the 
laser pulse traversed the 
maximum distance of 0.1 cm 
across the laser-irradiated 
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FIGURE 3. A schematic energy level diagram of & 
relevant to the discussion in the text. 



region, those produced at the “bottom” of the laser pulse left the laser-irradiated 
region immediately (see Fig. 2). Therefore, the maximum time an electron spent in the 
laser-irradiated region was dL/we, where we is the drift velocity of the electrons. For 
example, for the data of Fig. 4 at 50 V cm“ applied electric field , we - 4x106 cm s 
and thus the maximum interaction time for an electron was - 25 ns, Le., electron 
attachment must have occurred in s 25 ns. 

The high efficiency with which H ions are populated in ArF-laser-excited H2 was 
recently illustrated: Kiekopf [22a] had observed laser emission in aluminum when AI 
was irradiated by the ArF laser in the presence of H,. Recently it was shown [22b] 
that efficient H: formation via electron attachment to ArF-laser-excited H2 was 
responsible for the charge neutralization of A+ that led to the population of the 
lasing Al state. Lasing in AI was observed within a few ns following the ArF pulse; 
therefore, H: formation must have 
been completed within that time. 

The new data shown in Fig. 4 
have different laser intensity, I, 
dependences compared to the 
data shown in Fig 2 of ref 15. 
The new data set taken at 50 

16; the data of Fig. 2 of ref 15 
taken at 5 TOIT of H, showed VT 
=I? andV,=I‘. This is due to the 
fact that at high H2 pressures, 
collisional quenching of the E,F 
state [23] dominates the up- 
pumping fiom the E,F state. 
Therefore, the actual three- 
photon dependence for transitions 
to energies above the ionization 
threshold is displayed in Fig. 4 in 
cotnrast to an effective two- 
photon dependence observed for 
the data of Fig. 2 of ref 15; 
details of a rate equation analysis 
will be given later; the estimated 
electron attachment cross 
sections are > 1012 cm2 (rate 
constants > IOd em's-'>. 

We have recently developed 
an experimental technique [13] to 
monitor electron attachment to 
laser-excited molecules in real 
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FIGURE 4. Laser intensity, I, dependence of the 
meam& total, V,., measured negative ion, VI, and 
normalized negative ion, (VJn [14a] signals for the 
experimental parameters indicated in the figure. 



time, which allows us to infer the lifetimes of the electron attaching states. The 
experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. Only two electrodes are employed and 
the laser pulse propagated in between the electrodes and parallel to them. As in the 
previous technique, this laser pulse produced both the excited molecules and the 
attaching electrons in the laser-irradiated region. A negative voltage was applied to 
the top electrode as shown in Fig. 5 so that the electrons drifted toward the bottom 
electrode; the current induced by the motion of the electrons in the drift gap was 
monitored directly by connecting the bottom electrode to a fast digitizer with 50 Q 
input impedance. The time constant of the detection circuit was - s and thus the 
monitored signal voltage was directly proportional to the current carried by the 
electrons. By Varying the gas pressure in the chamber and/or the applied electric field, 
the electron drift time through the laser-irradiated region could be varied fiom a few 
ns to hundreds of ns. If the electrons were lost via attachment during their drift, this 
was manifested as a reduction in the electron current. It was extremely important to 
reduce the electrical noise in order to observe the electron attachment in ns time scale. 

Signal waveforms obtained using the new experimental technique [13] for 50 TOK 
ofH2 irradiated by ArF excimer laser are shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6(a) shows a signal 
waveform at a low laser intensity where no significant electron attachment occurred 
during the drift through the laser-irradiated region; the electron current reached the 
maximum value over the duration of the laser pulse [ laser temporal profile is shown 
in Fig. qd)], and then remained constant until the electrons fiom the closest edge of 
the laser pulse reached the bottom electrode. The linear decay of the current after - 125 ns [see Fig. 6(a)] was due to the gradual loss of electrons to the electrode. 
Figure 6(b) shows a signal 
waveform that resulted 
when significant attachment 
of electrons to the excited 
H2 molecules as the 
electrons drifted through 
the laser-irradiated region; 
the decrease occurred for - 60 ns and then the 
current  remained I Y 

constantduring the rest of 
the drift until the electrons 
reached the lower 
electrode. The time over 
which the electron current 
decreased during their drift 
is a lower limit to the 
lifetime of the electron 
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J?IGURE 5. Schematic diagram of the lasedelectrode 
arrangement for the “current detection” mode [13]. 

attaching species [ 131. Therefore, we can conclude that under the experimental 
conditions of Fig. 6(b), the lifetime of the electron attaching species must be at least 



60 ns. When the laser intensity was hrther increased, electron current decreased 
rapidly, see Fig. 6(c); this ocmred basically within the duration of the laser pulse [see 
Fig. k(d)] due to- the rapid 
attachment of electrons to a 
high number density of 
excited states populated at 
this laser intensity. 

The above inferred 
lifethe of - 60 ns is close to 
the radiative lifetime (- 100 
ns) of the intermediate E,F 
'E; state populated by the 
laser via two-photon 
absorption, see Fig. 3. 
However, the E,F state is 
collisionally-quenched by 
ground state H2 with a rate 
constant of - 2xiO9 c d  s' 
[23]; therefore, the effective 
lifetime of the E,F state at a 
H, pressure of 50 Torr should 
be - 0.3 ns. Furthermore, 
preliminary experiments show 
that the effective lifetime of 
the electron attaching species 
is enhanced at higher 
pressures. Even though a firm 
conclusion cannot be made 
yet, it appears that the 
observed electron attachment 
is due to high-lying bound 
Rydberg (HR) states of H2 
populated indirectly via SES; 
hrther work is in progress in 
our laboratory. 

So far, we have observed 
efficient dissociative electron 
attachment in a variety of 
molecules excited to energies 
above their ionization 
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FIGURE 6. (a)-(c) Signal waveforms in the "cument 
detection mode" for the experimental parameters 
corresponding to those of Fig. 4 and for laser pulse 
energies indicated (see the text for details). 
(d) laser temporal profile. 

thresholds; we believe that HR states populated indirectly via superexcited states is 
responsible for those observations as well. We did not observe negative-ion 
f o d o n  in N2via this process; the negative result for N, is reasonable since the N 



atom cannot bind an extra electron, i.e., electron afEnity of N is negative. 
The dissociative attachment process of (1) above is energetically possible when, 

E + E > D(AB) - EA(A) (3) 

where D(AB) is the dissociation energy of AB, and EA(A) is the electron affinity of 
A. Dissociation energies of molecules are usually - 5 eV; ionization thresholds for 
molecules (and hence E for SES and for HR states) are almost always higher than 7 
eV. Hence electron attachment to HR states of molecules is energetically possible for 
any electron energy including thermal energy electrons, where the capture cross 
sections are quite large. As we mentioned earlier, the initial electron capture cross 
section is generally large for excited states due to their high polarizabilities. For 
Rydberg states the polarizability is expected increase as n', where n is the principle 
quantum number. Even though polarizabilities of molecular Rydberg states have not 
been reported to our knowledge, enormous polarizabilities of > lo9 A were reported 
for Rydberg states of Cs [24]. 

In addition to the enhancement associated with the internal energy of a molecule, 
dissoCiative electron attachment is also enhanced at lower electron energies; this has 
been confirmed by our laser studies [ 141 as well as by other studies on vibrationally- 
excited states [l]. This is due to the large capture cross sections, u, , associated with 
the slow electrons, see equation (1). Therefore, the optimum conditions for 
dissociative electron attachment are, 

(i) large excitation energy for the capturing molecule, 
(ii) low energy for the electron being captured. 

111. NEGATIVE ION FORMATION IN GAS DISCHARGES 

EXCITED STATES 
VIA ELECTRON ATTACHMENT TO ELECTRONICALLY- 

A. Background 

In the recent years evidence has accumulated in at least two research areas 
involving gas discharges, that higher than expected negative-ion densities exist in 
discharges of certain gasedmixhues : (i) in H' discharge sources that generate H- ions, 
and (ii) plasma processing discharges that use weakly electronegative gases such as 
silang (see references in [6]). In this paper we will restrict the discussion to (i) above. 
Enhanced electron attachment to rotationallyhibrationally-excited states of H2 was 
reported [l] at about the same time the efficient H' formation in H2 discharges was 
discovered [26]. Ever since that time, an exhaustive experimental and theoretical 
effort has been devoted to understand the experimental observations in terms of this 



electron attachment process (see the reviews in [25]); even though most model 
calculations had been able to reasonably reproduce the experimental observations, 
results of recent studies [27] cast doubt as to whether the experimental measurements 
can be completely understood within the existing model, i.e., electron attachment to 
rotationally/vibrationally-excited states. It must be noted that many other possible 
channels of H' formation have been critically-evaluated [25] including electron 
attachment to the long-lived (lifetime 2 100 ps) c 314 state of H2 [28]. 

Possible significance of electron attachment to high-Rydberg states for H' 
formation in H, discharges was first pointed out in 1994 [4]. A recent preliminary 
calculation [5] has provided supporting evidence for this possibility. Since electron 
attachment to highly-excited electronic states ofH, have been shown [4,15] to have 
rate constants > lo6 cm3se1 compared to a maximum rate constants of - 10' c d s '  
for the rotational/viirational states, it is quite possible that such electronic states make 
a significant contribution to negative-ion formation in H, discharges provided that, 
(i) they are populated in &cient number densities, and (ii) they have sufficiently long 
lifetimes under the discharge conditions. 

B. Formation Mechanisms of Electronically-Excited States in Gas 
Discharges 

a) Electron Impact Excitation 

In discharge sources using unitary gases, excitation of electronically-excited states 
can expected to occur predoGnantly via electron impact excitation of ground-state 
molecules. Platanan had shown [ 17a] that , in the optical approximation, most of 
the oscillator strength for a given molecule is associated with transitions to energies 
around the ionization threshold, and that the transition across the ionization threshold 
is smooth, see the excitation spectrum of CH, [17a] in Fig. 7. The HR states lying 
close to the ionization threshold are especially significant since they have high 
oscillator strengths and, also, long Wetimes (measured under collision-free conditions) 
of the order of lo6 s 1291. Even those highly-excited states lying above the ionization 
threhold may be of importance since our studies (see Section II.B) that they may 
indirectly populate (via internal conversionl collisional stabilization) HR states that are 
comparatively long lived, see Section II. B. 

However, the optical approximation is reliable only for high-energy electrons 
where electrons behave like photons in the excitation process and the optical selection 
rulesare obeyed. At low impact energies (close to threshold energies) electron impact 



excitations do not 
follow optical selection 
rules. In discharge 
sources’ used for 
negative-ion formation, 
low-energy electron 
impact is obviously 
important; it is 
particularly important 
for the excitation of 
metastable states. 

Therefore, in order 
to assess the possible 
cotributions of 
electronically-excited 
states in gas discharges 
accurate calculations of 
cross sections for 
electron impact 
excitation of HR states 
are needed. 
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FIGURE 7. Excitation spectrum of CH, [17a]. 

b) Excitation Transfer 

Metastable states of inert gases have fairly high excitation energies and long 
lifetimes [30]. In contrast to their ground states, they are highly reactive; they can 
transfer their energies to a wide variety of molecules with cross sections of the order 
of 10-l6- cm * [3 11 leading to excitationdfiagmentationdionization of these 
molecules. Therefore, in gas mixtures that use inert gases, excitation transfer 
(sometimes called the Penning process) may play an important role. The following 
example illustrates this possibility. 

Iiplka et al [A recently reported efficient H’ formation in CH, using a novel pin- 
hollow cathode discharge [32a]: In these experiments a flowing Ar plasma was * 

produced using this hollow cathode where Ar plasma was fed into the discharge 
through a hole in the cathode. This plasma was extracted into a “target region” 
through a hole in the anode; it was shown [32a] that the energy of the extracted 
electrons in the target region could be lowered by extending the pins in the cathode. 
When CH, was fed into the target region efficient H’ production in that region was 
obse.rved which was seen to optimize at low electron energies, Le., at long pin lengths 
[7,32a]. It is important to note that CH, did not have to be subjected directly to the 
discharge . It was shown [7] that of the electrons that were present in the target 
region in the absence of CH,, 7040% were converted to H’ ions when Cp was 
added; H’ ion densities of the order of 10 cm-3 were reported in the target region 



when the electron temperature was < 0.5 eV [7,32a]. 
The above observations cannot be explained via electron attachment to the ground 

state of CH, since that process is extremely weak [33]. We recently measured electron 
attachment to CH, at temperatures up to - 700K at electron energies in the range 0- 
10 eV, we did not observe [34] enhancement in electron attachment to vibrationally- 
excited states of CH,. Iizuka et al[7] proposed that the observed H' formation was 
due to electron attachment to vibrationally-excited H, populated via dissociation of 
CH,. However, at least in some of the experiments [32a], C q  was not subjected 
directly to the discharge and hence significant dissociation of CH, could not have 
occurred. 

We pointed out [8] that the following sequence of events can explain the 
observations of the above experiments: 

(i) the flowing plasma carried the long-lived metastable Ar atoms, Ai" (energies - 11.7 ev), to the target region, 
(ii) highly excited CH,' states of CH, (ionization threshold - 12.6 eV) were 

produced via efficient excitation transfer [3 13 from Ai" atoms, 

Arm + CH, -+ CH,' + Ar (4) 

(iii) low-energy electrons in the target region attached dissociatively to CH i, 

CH,' + e -  4 H -  + CH, 

, consistent with our observations [6b] of efficient H - formation via attachment of 
low-energy electrons to laser-excited states of CH,; our proposed mechanism is also 
consistent with Iizuka et al. 's observation [32b] of efficient CH, radical formation in 
the same discharge source, see eq. ( 5 )  above. 

C. Lifetimes Of High Rydberg States in Gas Discharges 

* Rydberg states are traditionally viewed as fragile species. However, recent [35] 
as well as early [36] studies show that especially the high Rydberg (HR) states are 
relatively stable against collisions with neutral, non-polar species. At first this may 
seem unlikely since HR states have very small binding energies (a HR state of 
principal quantum number, n, of 50 has a binding energy of only - 5.4 mew. 
However, the key point is that neutral particles do not interact with a HR state as a 
whole. This was first pointed out by Fermi [36] in explaining the level shifts of 



absorption lines of the Rydberg states of alkali atoms in 1 atmosphere of an inert gas; 
even though the levels shifted they were not significantly broadened, Le., the lifetimes 
of the Rydberg states were not significantly affected. The radius of a high-Rydberg 
atom increases as n3; thus a state with n=50 cotnains about 10' inert gas atoms within 
the orbit of the Rydberg electron if it is placed in an inert gas at atmospheric pressure. 
Hence the Rydberg electron and the ion core interact independently with the inert gas 
atoms (see Chapter 8 of ref. 35 for a detailed discussion). 

High-Rydberg states of H2 produced via electron impact have been observed with 
lifetimes of - 100 ps [29]. Such long-lived HR states are thought to be high orbital 
angular momentum (high-C) states populated via electron impact near threshold 
energies [29,37]. Lifetime of the order of ps have been observed for molecules laser 
excited to energies around [19] and even well above [20] their ionization thresholds. 
These above mentioned experiments were conducted under collision-fiee conditions. 
In our electron attachment experiments on molecules laser-excited to energies above 
their ionization threshold, HR states populated indirectly are seen to have lifetimes of 
tens and hundreds of ns at ambient pressures of several E a .  Preliminary 
measurements 'using a new experimental technique [13] show that the effective 
lifetimes may be Zengthened at high ambient pressures; this could be due to the 
collisional stabilization of vibrationally-excited core of the HR state. Further 
experiments are in progress. 

High Rydberg states are quenched by fairly small electric fields; a HR state of 
n=50 is quenched by an elect& field of - 160 V cm". In our experiments we 
observed [4,6,14,15] a rapid decrease in negative-ion formation with increasing 
electric fields; at the moment it is not clear whether this is due to the field-quenching 
of the HR states or due to the field detachment of the transient parent negative ion 
[see equation (l)]. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Recent studies on electron attachment to laser-excited molecules have shown that 
highly-excited electronic states (high-Rydberg, HR, states)can have electron 
attachment cross sections that vastly exceed those for the ground electronic states; 
electron attachment rate constants for the HR states of H2 are estimated to be > lod 
cm3 s" . There is evidence that electron attachment to HR states may contribute 
significantly to negative-ion formation in gas discharges, including H' formation in H2 
discharges. Further work, both experimental and theoretical, is needed to better 
understand and quantifjr the contribution fiom electron attachment to HR states in gas 
discharges. 
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